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Planar functions from Z to Z are studied in this paper. By investigating then n
character values of the corresponding relative difference sets, we obtain some
nonexistence results of planar functions. In particular, we show that there is no
planar functions from Z to Z , where p and q are any primes. We also showp q p q
that except for four undecided cases, there is no planar function from Z to Z if nn n
is not a prime and n F 50,000. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let H and K be groups of order n. A mapping f from H to K is called
 4a planar function of degree n if for each h g H _ 1 , the induced mapping
 .  .y1f : x ¬ f hx f x is bijective. Every planar function gives rise to anh
w xaffine plane; see 1, 5 . As a consequence of the Prime Power Conjecture,
it is conjectured that the order of a planar function must be a prime
power. Recently, planar functions from Z to Z have been found to haven n
important applications to information theory and the communication sci-
w xences; see 7 . It has stimulated the research of planar functions during the
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past few years. All known examples of these planar functions are from Z p
to Z , where p is a prime. The following are the known nonexistencep
results:
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose there exists a planar function from Z to Z .n n
Then
 .  w x.a Ganley 4 n is odd;
 .  w x.b Kumar 7 if p and q are two distinct prime di¨ isors of n, then
p j k y1 mod q for all j and ¨ice ¨ersa;
 .  w x.c Fung, Siu, and Ma 3 n is square-free; and
 .  w x.d Hiramine 5 n / 3 p for all prime p.
Let G be a group of order mn and N a normal subgroup of G of order
 .n. A k-element subset R of G is called an m, n, k, l -relati¨ e difference set
in G relative to N if the expressions ghy1, g, h g R and g / h, represent
each element in G_ N exactly l times and do not represent any element in
 4 w xN _ 1 . We refer the reader to 8 for a survey of relative difference sets.
< <Note that for such a relative difference set R, R l gN F 1 for all g g G.
 w x.  .PROPOSITION 1.2 Elliott and Butson 2 . Let R be an m, n, k, l -rela-
ti¨ e difference set in G relati¨ e to N. IF U is a normal subgroup of G of order
 .u contained in N and if r : G ª GrU is the natural epimorphism, then r R
 .is an m, nru, k, lu -relati¨ e difference set in GrU relati¨ e to NrU.
Suppose f : H ª K is a planar function of order n. It is well known that
  .. 4  .R s h, f h ¬ h g H is an n, n, n, 1 -relative difference set in H = K
 4relative to 1 = K. Also, conversely, the existence of such a relative
difference set will give us a planar function.
 w x.PROPOSITION 1.3 SEE 7, 8 . Let H and K be groups of order n. A planar
 .function from H to K exists if and only if there exists an n, n, n, 1 -relati¨ e
 4difference set in H = K relati¨ e to 1 = K.
To facilitate the study of relative difference sets, we often represent a
w xrelative difference set by an element in the group ring Z G . A subset R of
 .G is an m, n, k, l -relative difference set relative to N if and only if
RRy1. s k q l G y N , 1 .  .
w xwhere we identify a subset A of G with the element  g in Z G andg g A
y1.  y1 4write R s g ¬ g g R . In particular, if G is abelian, we can use the
character values to characterize a relative difference set. A k-element
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 .subset R of an abelian group G is an m, n, k, l -relative difference set
relative to N if and only if for every nonprincipal character x of G.
k if x is nonprincipal on N
x R x R s 2 .  .  . k y ln if x is principal on N.
w xReaders are referred to 9 for a detailed discussion of this character
approach.
w xIn this paper, we shall study the structure of an element y in Z G with
some knowledge of the character values of y. The results will give us some
new necessary conditions on the existence of relative difference sets and
planar functions. In particular, we shall give two different proofs of
 .Hiramine's result, Theorem 1.1 d . Also, we shall show that there is no
planar function from Z to Z , where p and q are any primes. Finally, ap q p q
computer search shows that except for four undecided cases, n s 15,655,
29,523, 35,855, and 42,627, there is no planar function from Z to Z if nn n
is not a prime and n F 50,000.
2. CHARACTER VALUES
w xIn this section, we study the structure of y g Z G based on the value of
 .x y for some character x of G. Throughout the paper, we use z tow
’2p y1 r wdenote the complex wth root of unity e and use D to denote thew
w xring of algebraic integers Z z . Most of the results we use concerning thew
w xring D are stated in 9, Sect. 1.2 . The following Lemma is a consequencew
of Kronecker's lemma.
< < < <LEMMA 2.1. Let v , v g D such that v g v D and v s v ;1 2 w 1 2 w 1 2
then v s "v z c for some integer c.1 2 w
Proof. As v g v D , we have v s v u for some u g D . Let1 2 w 1 2 w
  . .  . ts g Gal Q z rQ . Then s z s z for an integer t relatively primew w w
wy1 i wy1 i tto w. Let u s  a z , where a are integers. Then s u s  a z s .is0 i w i is0 i w
wy1 yi t  . a z s s u . Sois0 i w
v v1 1
s u s u s s uu s s s s 1 s 1. .  .  .  . /v v2 2
 w x w x.By Kronecker's lemma see 6, Sect. 14.5 or 9 , u is a root of unity in Dw
cand hence u s "z for some integer c.w
 :  . rLEMMA 2.2. Let G s a = H be an abelian group, where o a s p
 . w xand p is a prime. Let w be a positi¨ e integer with w, p s 1. If s : D G ªw
w x  .  .r rD H is the ring homomorphism such that s a s z and s h s h forw p p
 p ry 1: w x4all h g H, then the kernel of s is a x ¬ x g D G .w
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 p ry 1: w x4Proof. It is obvious that a x ¬ x g D G ; ker s . Letw
pry1
i w xy s a a h g D G ,  ih w
hgH is0
 . p ry1 irwhere a g D . If s y s 0, then  a z s 0 for all h g H. Sinceih w ps0 ih p
 . py1 i p ry 1 rw, p s 1,  X is a minimal polynomial for z over D . Thusis0 p w
 p ry 1: py1 i p ry 1 p ry1 ia s  a divides  a a for all h g H. It follows thatis0 is0 ih
ry 1p : w x4a x ¬ x g D G s ker s .w
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be an abelian group and x be a character of G of
  . 4 w x  .order w. Let K s g g G ¬ x g s 1 . If y g Z G such that x y g
 .  . w xf z D , where f X is a polynomial in Z X , thenw w
r
w r qi :Ky s f g Kx q K , g x , . 0 i
is1
w xwhere x , x , . . . , x g Z G , q , q , . . . , q are all the prime di¨ isiors of w,0 1 r 1 2 r
 . <  . <and g is an element in G such that x g s z . Furthermore, if x y sw
<  . < c X cf z , then we can choose x s "a and x s "g of some integer c; andw 0 0
if w is e¨en, the sign can be chosen arbitrarily.
 .Proof. Let r : G ª GrK be the natural epimorphism and a s r g g
 :GrK. Note that GrK s a is a cyclic group of order w. Let x be the1
  ..  .character of GrK such that x s x ( r. Since x r y g f z D , we1 1 w w
have
x r y s f z u , 3 .  .  . .1 w
 .  . w xwhere u s u z for some polynomial u X g Z X . Regarding x as aw 1
w xring homomorphism from Z GrK to D , by applying Lemma 2.2 repeat-w
 r  w r qi:edly, we know that the kernel I of x is the ideal J s  a x ¬ x1 is1 i i
w x4  .g Z GrK . Hence by Eq. 3 ,
r
X Xw r qi :r y s f a x q a x , .  . 0 i
is1
X  . X X w xwhere x s u a , x , . . . , x g Z GrK . Since r is the natural epimor-0 1 r
y1 .phism from G to GrK and r a s Kg, we have
r
w r qi :Ky s f g Kx q K , g x , . 0 i
is1
w x  . X <  . <where x , x , . . . , x g Z G such that r x s x . Finally, suppose x y0 1 r i i
<  . <  . cs f z . By Lemma 2.1, we have u s u z s "z for some c. If wew w w
 . c X c cchoose u X s "X , then x s "a and x s "g . When w is even, we0 0
c cqw r2.have yz s z .w w
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The following theorem will be used in Section 3 to give us some
nonexistence results on relative difference sets and planar functions. Let
 .f x denote the Euler f-function. For relatively prime integers m and w,
 .let ord m denote the order of m modulo w. A prime p is calledw
self-conjugate modulo w if there exists an integer j such that p j '
t t 5y1 mod wrp , where p w. Note that p is self-conjugate modulo w if and
only if all prime ideal divisors of pD are fixed by the complex conjugate;w
and p is not self-conjugate modulo w if and only if all prime ideal divisors
of pD are not fixed by the complex conjugate.w
 :  : tTHEOREM 2.4. Let G s a = b be a cyclic group of order ¨ s p w,
 . t  .  .where o a s p , o b s w, t G 1, p is a prime, and w, p s 1. Suppose
w xthere exists y g Z G such that
e .  .  . ti x y x y s p a for a character x of G such that x a s z and . p
 .x b s z , andw
 .  .  .ii x y x y s pb for a character x of G such that x a s 1 and .1 1 1 1
 .  .x b s z , where a, b are integers and b, p s 1. Then1 w
 .  .  .a s s f w rord p is e¨en and p is not self-conjugate modulo w;w
and
 .  .  .  . w xb if there exists polynomials f X , f X , . . . , f X in Z X such1 2 s
 .  .  .that P s f z D , P s f z D , . . . , P s f z D are prime ideals in1 1 w w 2 2 w w s s w w
D , and pD s P P ??? P , thenw w 1 2 s
re ty 1w r q pi :  :y s f b f b ??? f b x s b x q a x , .  .  . i i i 0 i rq11 2 sr2
is1
w xwhere x , x , . . . , x g Z G , q , q , . . . , q are all the prime di¨ isors of w,0 1 rq1 1 2 r
and i , i , . . . , i are integers such that 1 F i - i - ??? - i F s and1 2 sr2 1 2 sr2
P / P for all j, k.i ij k
 .Proof. Part a is a standard proof by the method developed by Turyn
w x10 . Let P , P , . . . , P be prime ideals in D such that pD s P P ??? P .1 2 s w w 1 2 s
 .  .Since x y x y s pb, where b, p s 1, s must be even. Suppose p is .1 1
 .self-conjugate modulo w. Then P s P for all i. So if x y g P , theni i 1 i
2 .  .x y g P and hence x y x y g P , a contradiction. .1 i 1 1 i
 .  .  .  .Now, let f X , f X , . . . , f X be as defined in part b . Suppose1 2 s
x y g P n1 P n2 ??? P n s , .1 1 2 s
 .  .n1  .n2where n s 0 or 1 and n s sr2. Define f X s f X f X ???i i 1 2
 .n sf X . Let Q , Q , . . . , Q be all the prime ideal divisors of pD such thats 1 2 s ¨
P ; Q for each j. Supposej j
x y g Qm1 Qm2 ??? Qm s , . 1 2 s
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 t.  t.where 0 F m F ef p and m s esf p r2. We want to show that ifi i
n s 0, then m s 0. If so, theni i
t t t een f  p . en f  p . en f  p .1 2 sx y g Q Q ??? Q s f z D .  .1 2 s w ¨
and the theorem follow by Lemma 2.3.
 . f p t .Now, assume n s 0 while m / 0. Note that f z D s Q . Definei i j w ¨ j
z s y f b . . j
j/i
 .  .tSince x z g Q Q ??? Q s 1 y z D , by Lemma 2.3, we have1 2 s p ¨
r
ty 1w r q pi :  :z s 1 y a y q b y q a y . 0 i rq1
is1
w xfor some y , y , . . . , y g Z G . Applying x to the equation, we obtain0 1 rq1 1
 .  .  .x z s px y and hence x z g pD . But this is impossible because1 1 rq1 1 w
 .x z f P .i i
Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 below will be used in Section 4. First, we need a
w xwell-known lemma; see 6, Proposition 12.2.5 .
LEMMA 2.5. For any ideal A ; D , there is a positi¨ e integer d such thatw
Ad is principal.
The following theorem can be regarded as a variation of Theorem 2.4.
 :  : t1 t2THEOREM 2.6. Let G s a = b be a cyclic group of order ¨ s p q ,
 . t1  . t2where o a s p , o b s q , t , t G 1, and p, q are distinct primes.1 2
w xSuppose there exists y g Z G such that
e .  .  . ti x y x y s p a for a character x of G such that x a s z and . 1p
 . tx b s z , where a is an integer, and2q
c .  .  .ii x y x y s pq for a character x of G such that x a s 1 .1 1 1 1
 . tand x b s z .21 q
Then
e t y1 t y11 2p q :  :y s f b x q a x q b x , . 0 1 2
w x  . w x  .  y1 .t twhere x , x , x g Z G and f X g Z X such that f z f z s p.2 20 1 2 q q
U Uc qy1.r2 .  .  .’ tProof. Since x y g q D , where q s y1 q, there ex-21 q
U c . w x  .  .  .’tists a polynomial f X g Z X such that f z s x y r q . Let2q 1
 .  y1 .t t tP , P , . . . , P be all the prime ideal divisors of pD . As f z f z s p,2 2 21 2 s q q q
we have
f z t D t s P n1 P n2 ??? P n s , .2 2q q 1 2 s
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where n s 0 or 1 and n s sr2. Let Q , Q , . . . , Q be all the primei i 1 2 s
ideal divisors of pD such that P ; Q for each j. Suppose¨ j j
x y g Qm1 Qm2 ??? Qm s , . 1 2 s
 t1.  t1.where 0 F m F ef p and m s esf p r2. Similarly to the proof ofi i
Theorem 2.4, it suffices to show that if n s 0, then m s 0.i i
Assume n s 0 while m / 0. Let d be an integer such that P d, j si i j
d  .  .t t t1, 2, . . . , s, are principal, say, P s f z D . Note that f z D s2 2 2j j q q j q ¨
Qdf  p
t1.. Definej
z s y f b . . j
j/i
Then we can follow the argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 to get a
contradiction.
 :  : tTHEOREM 2.7. Let G s a = b be a cyclic group of order ¨ s p w,
 . t  .   . .where o a s p , o b s w, t G 1, p is an odd prime, and p p y 1 , w s
sw x  .1. If y g Z G satisfies x y x y s p for a character x of G such that .
 .  .tx a s z and x b s z , thenp w
epy1 ri ty 1 ty1i p c w r q pi :  :y s a f b a q b x q a x , .  i rq1 /pis1 is1
 .where irp is the Legendre symbol, e s 0 or 1, c is an integer,
w xx , x , . . . , x g Z G , q , q , . . . , q are all the prime di¨ isors of w, and1 2 rq1 1 2 r
 . w x  .  y1 . sye f X is a polynomial in Z X such that f z f z s p when s y e sw w
 . d .0, we can choose f X s "X for some integer d .
  . .  . n  .t tProof. Let s g Gal Q z rQ such that s z s z and s z s z ,¨ p p w w
where n is a primitive root modulo pt. Since s fixes all prime ideal
  ..  .divisors of pD , we have s x y g x y D . As¨ ¨
s ss x y s x y s s x y x y s s p s p , .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
  ..  . b1 b2tby Lemma 2.1, s x y s "x y z z for some integer b , b . Definep w 1 2
 .f w y1
yc i
tv s x y z s u z , . p i w
is0
 . t twhere c n y 1 ' b mod p and u , u , . . . , u g D . Note that1 0 1 f w .y1 p
 . b2s v s "vz . Sincew
v s s p ty 1 py1. v s vz p ty 1 py1.b2 . w
 ty1 . . b2  .and p p y 1 , w s 1, we have z s 1, i.e., s v s "v.w
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 .  .First, suppose s v s v. Then s u s u for all i. Since s ¬ is ai i Q z .tp
  . .tgenerator of Gal Q z rQ , we have u g Z for all i. Sop i
x y s g z z tc .  .1 w p
 . w xfor some g X g Z X .1
 .  .  2 . 2Suppose s v s yv. Then s u s yu and hence s u s u fori i i i
U U  py1.r2 .  .’all i. Since Q p , where p s y1 p, is the only quadratic
U . ’tsubfield in Q z , we have u s a p for some integers a . Sop i i i
py1 i ty 1i p c
t tx y s z g z z .  . p 2 w p /pis1
 . w xfor some g X g Z X .2
The theorem follows by Lemma 2.3.
 .3. 3 p, 3, 3 p, p -RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS AND
PLANAR FUNCTIONS OF ORDER 3 p
In this section, we use Theorem 2.4 to obtain some nonexistence results
of relative difference sets and planar functions. In particular, we have a
 .proof of Hiramine's result, Theorem 1.1 d .
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let p / 3 be a prime. Then there is no 3 p, 3, 3 p, p -rela-
ti¨ e difference set in the additi¨ e group Z2 = Z .3 p
Proof. In order to use the group ring, we use the multiplicative group
 :  :  :  .  .  .G s a = b = g , where o a s o b s 3 and o g s p. Suppose
 .  :G has a 3 p, 3, 3 p, p -relative difference set R relative to a . Then
 .  :x R x R s 3 p for all characters x of G which are nonprinciple on a . .
 .By Theorem 2.4 a , we have p ' 1 mod 3. Note that pD s P P , where3 1 2
 .  2 .P s a q bz D and P s a q bz D are prime ideals in D for1 3 3 2 3 3 3
integers a and b such that a, b are relatively prime and a2 q b2 y ab s p.
 .   . .  . .As a q bz D s yb q a y b z D s a y b q az D , without loss3 3 3 3 3 3
 :of generality, we can assume that 0 - ar2 - b - a. Let r : G ª K s a
 :  .  .  .= g be a homomorphism such that r a s a , r b s 1 and r g s g .
 .By Theorem 2.4 b , without loss of generality, we can assume
 :  :r R s a q ba x q a x q g x .  . 0 1 2
w xfor some x , x , x g Z K . So0 1 2
1 y g 1 y a r R s a q ba 1 y a x 4 .  .  .  .  .  .
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w x  .for some x g Z K . We shall compare the coefficients of Eq. 4 . Note
 .that the left hand side of the equation cannot be 0 because x 1 y g 1 y
.  ..  :a r R / 0 for a character x of K which is nonprincipal on both a
 :and g .
<  : i j <  i j i iSince R l a b g s 1 for all i, j, the coefficients of b g , ab g ,
2 i j.  .  .a b g in 1 y a R must be 1, y1, 0 or its cyclic shifts. It follows that
 j j 2 j.  .  .  .the coefficients of g , ag , a g in 1 y a r R must be 3, y3, 0 ,
 .  .  .2, y1, y1 , y2, 1, 1 , 0, 0, 0 or their cyclic shifts. So the corresponding
 . .  .coefficients in 1 y g 1 y a r R are
6, y3, y3 , y6, 3, 3 , 5, y4, y1 , y5, 4, 1 , 5, y1, y4 , y5, 1, 4 , .  .  .  .  .  .
4, y2, y2 , y4, 2, 2 , 3, y3, 0 , y3, 3, 0 , 2, y1, y1 , y2, 1, 1, , .  .  .  .  .  .
0, 0, 0 .
or their cyclic shifts.
 j j 2 j.  .On the other hand, the coefficients of g , ag , a g in a q ba 1 y
.  .a x are of the form au q bw, a¨ q bu, aw q b¨ , where u q ¨ q w s 0.
If all u, ¨ , w are nonzero, then there are two of them that have the same
 < < < < < <4sign and hence max au q bw , a¨ q bu , aw q b¨ G a q b. If u, ¨ , or w
 .  is zero, say w s 0, then au q bw, a¨ q bu, aw q b¨ s au, b y
. .  .a u, ybu . So by Eq. 4 , it is obvious that a and b cannot exceed 6. This
rules out all large primes. The remaining are p s 7, 13, 19, 31.
 .  .  .  .For p s 13, 19, 31, the values of a, b are 4, 3 , 5, 3 , 6, 5 , respectively.
Since a q b exceeds 6, the only possible forms for nonzero au q bw, a¨
.   . .q bu, aw q b¨ are au, b y a u, ybu or its cyclic shifts. But it does not
 . .  .fit any coefficient triples of 1 y g 1 y a r R .
 .  .Finally, we study p s 7 for which a, b s 3, 2 . Let x be a character of
 .  .K such that x a s z and x g s z . Since 3 is self-conjugate modulo 7,3 p
  ..  .   ..  . . x r R g 1 y z D . So x r R g 1 y z 3 q 2z D s 5 q3 21 3 3 21
.z D . By Lemma 2.3,3 21
i j  :  :r R s " 5 q a a g q a y q g y .  . 1 2
w xfor i, j g Z and y , y g Z K . Let x be a character of K such that1 2 1
 .  .x a s z and x g s 1. Then1 3 1
x r R s " 5 q z z i q 7x y g 3 q 2z D . .  .  .  . .1 3 3 1 2 3 3
  ..  . .As 3 is self-conjugate modulo 7, we have x r R g 1 y z 3 q 2z D1 3 3 3
 .   ..  . iXs 5 q z D and by Lemma 2.1, x r R s " 5 q z z for some3 3 1 3 3
integer iX. But this means that
5 q z "z i
X
" z i s 7x y g 7D .  . .3 3 3 1 2 3
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iX i  . iX iand hence "z " z g 2 q 3z D . It is impossible unless "z " z s3 3 3 3 3 3
 .  :0, i.e., x y s 0. Lemma 2.3 gives us g y s mK for some integer m.1 2 2
 .  . i j  : w xTherefore, r R s " 5 q a a g q a z, for some z g Z K , and
1 y a r R s " 5 q a 1 y a a ig j. .  .  .  .
This is also impossible by comparing the coefficients.
Remark 3.2. Let p / 3 be a prime. By Proposition 1.2, Theorem 3.1
 .implies that there is no 3 p, 3 p, 3 p, 1 -relative difference set in the additive
group Z = Z . By Proposition 1.3, there is no planar function from Z3 p 3 p 3 p
to Z .3 p
By the argument of Theorem 3.1, it is not hard to prove the following
generalization.
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let n s wpu, where p is a prime, p, w s 1, and there
 i.exist integers a, b such that  a q bz s p. Let G be a group of order i, w .s1 w
w2 pu and N a subgroup of G of order w. If there exists a normal subgroup U
 4 rof G of order wu such that N l U s 1 and GrU ( Z , and if 2 wu -w p
 < < < <4max a , b , where r is the number of prime di¨ isors of w, then there is no
 .wpu, w, wpu, pu -relati¨ e difference set in G relati¨ e to N.
 .Proof. Suppose G has a wpu, w, wpu, pu -relative differenc set R
 :  :relative to N. Let r : G ª GrU s a = b be the natural epimor-
 .  .  i.phism where o a s w and o b s p. It is obvious that a q bz D arew w
  ..prime ideals. Since x r R s wpu for all character x nonprincipal on
 :  .b , by Theorem 2.4 b , we have
r
k w r qi :  :r R s a q ba x q a x q b x , .  . 0 i rq1
is1
 .for some integer k relative prime to w actually, we can have k s "1 ,
w xwhere x , x , . . . , x g Z GrU and q , q , . . . , q are all the prime0 1 rq1 1 2 r
divisors of w. Hence
r
w r q kir R 1 y b 1 y a s a q ba y 5 .  .  .  .  .
is1
wy1 py1 i j w x wy1for some y s   d a b g Z GrU such that  d s 0 for allis0 js0 i j is0 i j
 .j. The theorem follows by comparing the coefficients of Eq. 5 .
 .COROLLARY 3.4. Let n s wpu, where p is a prime, p, w s 1, and there
 i. r  < < < <4exist integers a, b such that  a q bz s p. If 2 wu - max a , b , i, w .s1 w
where r is the number of prime di¨ isors of w, then there is no planar function
from Z to Z .n n
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 .4. pq, q, pq, p -RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS AND
PLANAR FUNCTIONS OF ORDER pq
In this section, we prove that no planar function exists from Z to Z ,p q p q
where p and q are any primes. In particular, this gives another proof of
Hiramine's result.
 . w xLEMMA 4.1. Let p be a prime. Suppose f X is a polynomial in Z X
 .  y1 .  .2such that f z f z s m for some integer m. Then f 1 ' m mod p.p p
Proof. By arguments similar to those of Lemma 2.3, it is easy to see
that
py1
y1 i pf X f X ' m q l X mod X y 1 .  .  . /
is0
2 .for some integer l. Thus f 1 ' m mod p.
w x y1.Let G be a group. For y s  a g g Z G , we define y sg g G g
 a gy1.g g G g
THEOREM 4.2. Let p and q be two distinct odd primes such that p, q y
.  :  :  .1 s 1. Let K s a = b be a cyclic group of order pq, where o a s q
 . w x y1.  :and o b s p. If y g Z K satisfies yy s pq q pqK y p a , then
qy1 i
d iy s b h a a q K , .   /qis1
 . w xwhere d is an integer and h X is a polynomial in Z X such that
 .  y1 .h z h z s p.q q
 .Proof. Since x y x y s pq for all characters x of K which are .
 :nonprincipal on a , by Theorem 2.6, we have
 :  :y s f a x q a x q b x , . 0 1 2
w x  . w xwhere x , x , x g Z K and f X is a polynomial in Z X such that0 1 2
 .  y1 .  .  y1 .f z D and f z D are relatively prime, and f z f z s p. If xq q q q q q 1
 .  .is a character of K such that x a s z and x b s z , then1 q 1 p
 . x x x x s q. By Theorem 2.7 without loss of generality, we assume .1 0 1 0
c .c s 0, i.e., a s 1 , we have either
qy1 i
X Xd i  :  :y s "b f a a q a x q b x 6 .  . 1 2 /qis1
or
 : X  : Xy s f a g b q a x q b x 7 .  .  .1 2
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X X w x  . w xfor some d g Z, x , x g Z K , and g X is a polynomial in Z X such1 2
 .  y1 .that g z g z s q.p p
 .  .Let x be a character of K such that x a s z and x b s 1. Then2 2 q 2
 .Eq. 7 gives us
x y s f z g 1 q px xX g f z D . .  .  . .  .2 q 2 2 q q
qy1.r2 .  .  .’Thus x y g f z e q D , where e s y1 . By Lemma 2.1,2 q q
b’x y s "f z e q z .  .2 q q
for some integer b. This implies
b y1’g 1 . e q z g f z D . .  .q q q
 .2  .2  y1 .By Lemma 4.1, g 1 ' q mod p and hence g 1 y q g f z D . Multi-q q
b yb. .  .w  . x’ ’plying g 1 . e q z by g 1 g 1 " e e q z we obtainq q
b yb y1’.q e q z y ez g f z D . 8 . .  .q q q q
b  . ’Unless e s 1 and z s 1, 8 is impossible because qD , e q D , andq q q
 b yb.z y ez D are relatively prime to pD . So we have q ' 1 mod 4 andq q q q
y1’g 1 . q g f z D . .  .q q
y1 .  .’Since g 1 . q is a real number, the fact that f z D is an idealq q
y1w  . x  .’divisor of g 1 . q D implies f z D s f z D is an ideal divisor .q q q q q
w  . x’of g 1 . q D and henceq
’g 1 . q g pD . 9 .  .q
  . .  .   . .’ ’Also, s g 1 . q s g 1 " q for some s g Gal Q z rQ and henceq
’g 1 " q g pD . 10 .  .q
 .  .  .’However, 9 and 10 imply q g pD , which is impossible. So Eq. 7 isq
out.
 .Now, applying x to Eq. 6 , we have2
X’x y s "f z e q q px x . .  . .2 q 2 2
b .  .’As x y s "f z e q z for some integer b by Lemma 2.1, it is routine2 q q
 X .to check that the only possible value for x x is 0. By Lemma 2.3, we can2 2
write
qy1 i
d i  :y s b h a a q a z , .   /qis1
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 .  . w xwhere h X s "f X and z g Z K . Let x be a character of K such3
 .  .that x a s 1 and x b s z . Applying x to the equation, we find3 3 p 3
 .that x z s 0. By lemma 2.3 again, we obtain3
qy1 i
d iy s b h a a q lK .   /qis1
for some integer l. By applying the principal character to y, it is easy to
see that l s 1.
THEOREM 4.3. Let p and q be two distinct odd primes such that q - p.
 .Then there is no pq, q, pq, p -relati¨ e difference set in the additi¨ e group
Z2 = Z .q p
 :  :  :Proof. We use the multiplicative group G s a = b = g , where
 .  .  .  .o a s o b s q and o g s p. Suppose G has a pq, q, pq, p -relative
 :  :  :difference set R relative to a . Let r : G ª K s a = g be a homo-
 .  .  .  .morphism such that r a s a , r b s 1 and r g s g . By Eq. 1 , we
have
 .y1  :r R r R s pq q pqK y p a . 11 .  .  .
So by Theorem 4.2, we have
qy1 i
d ir R s g h a a q K , .  .   /qis1
 . w xwhere d is an integer and h X is a polynomial in Z X such that
 .  y1 .h z h z s p. Letg q
qy1 qy1i
i ih a a s a a , .   i /qis1 is0
where qy1a s 0 and y1 F a F q y 1. Comparing the coefficient of theis0 i i
 .identity of Eq. 11 , we have
qy1 qy1
22pq q a s pq y q q a q 1 s 2 pq y p. .  . i i
is0 is0
qy1 2  .2  . .2 2This is impossible because  a F q y 1 q q y 1 y1 s q y qis0 i
and p ) q.
COROLLARY 4.4. There is no planar function from Z to Z for anyp q p q
primes p and q.
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5. A COMPUTER SEARCH FOR n F 50,000
We use a PC to generate a list of integers n such that the existence of
planar functions from Z to Z is unknown. The following are then n
conditions tested by the program:
 .a 2 F n F 50,000;
 .b n is not a prime;
 .   .  ..c n is odd and square-free Theorem 1.1 a , c ;
 .d any two prime divisors of n are not self-conjugate of each other
  ..Theorem 1.1 b ;
 .  .e n / pq for any primes p and q Corollary 4.4 .
We obtain four numbers:
15,655 s 5 = 31 = 101
29,523 s 3 = 13 = 757
35,855 s 5 = 71 = 101
42,627 s 3 = 13 = 1093.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Except for the four undecided cases, n s 15,655, 29,523,
35,855, and 42,627, there is no planar function from Z to Z if n is not an n
prime and n F 50,000.
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